
Hybrex  System Enhancement 

Hybrex Australia is pleased to announce the release of a new feature for their GDS systems which has been specifically 
developed with the public safety needs of Hospitality Industry needs in mind. 

The “Emergency Evacuation Alert” is our latest feature to be included in our GDS systems range having been developed to 
assist with any emergency situations which may occur at a venue. This  feature is only available on our latest GDS systems 
and provides assistance in the event of an Emergency Evacuation Alert being activated. The feature provides the venue 
operator with the ability to trigger an Evacuation Alert which then allows every Hybrex telephone handset within the venue 
to broadcast a pre-recorded announcement.  
 
Announcement Example:  
“This an Evacuation Alert, please make your way to the nearest exit and meet at the designated assembly point. 
“ (repeated) 

This feature is beneficial for any size venue, but will have greater benefits in larger venues where higher numbers of staff 
and guests will be distributed throughout. The feature will allow you to communicate with all of your staff and guests via the 
GDS system, minimising the number of manual checks that are required to be undertaken. Utilising the Hybrex GDS system, 
you can not only manage the telephony needs of your venue and your guests, you can also communicate to everyone on 
site in the event of an Emergency Evacuation Alert situation.   

Utilising Hybrex Digital handsets for relevant locations, and Analogue AH99-PN handset for your guest rooms, you can create 
a complete announcement system. This system can also function as a Paging system, as well as providing the specific 
Emergency Evacuation function. Hybrex handset’s have been designed to provide this functionality and in doing so they 
provide the complete Telephone & Announcement system for any size venue. The only time that someone won’t be paged, is 
if they were on the telephone at the same time as the page was being activated.  

As a Hospitality Operator, utilising the Hybrex GDS system you will also eliminate the need to duplicate the cabling to every 
point of your venue. The Hybrex solution will also aid you in meeting your Work Health & Safety obligations for your venue 
and in doing so, you will be keeping your staff and guests safe. 

As a Venue operator you may also have the added benefit of a lower risk liability insurance because of this feature and you 
would be encouraged to contact your risk management or insurance company for further details of the benefits and possible 
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